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Providing a detailed understanding of the retail fraud and loss prevention 
systems, processes and strategies of 100 of North America’s leading retailers.
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index of Participating retailers

hannaford Brothers company
home depot
igourmet LLc
iKea
Krispy Kreme doughnut corporation
Kroger company
Kum & go
Limited Brands, inc.
Little caesar enterprises inc.
macy’s inc
marsh supermarkets inc
monsoon/accessorize usa
mount vernon inn
nBTy inc.
nexcom (navy exchange service command)
nike, inc.
office depot, inc.
outback steakhouse inc.
Panda
Panera Bread company
Patio Pacific inc
Pilot corporation
Pizza hut
repairclinic.com, inc.
royal caribbean international
rTa store inc
safeway
shaw’s supermarkets
shock Warehouse inc
spartan stores
staples, inc
stop & shop supermarket company, The, LLc
Taco mac
Target corporation
Taunton Press inc
TJX companies
Tools Plus
Toys r us
Two Trees inn/foxwoods
universal studios, inc.
W.h. Braums inc. (Braum’s ice cream and dairy stores)
Wal-mart stores inc.
Wegmans food markets, inc.
Weis markets
Working Persons enterprises inc
yum! Brands, inc.   

7-eleven, inc
99 cents only stores
a & P supermarkets
a c moore arts & crafts, inc.
abercrombie & fitch
ace hardware corporation
american meadows
ann inc
art van furniture
atlanta Bread company international, inc.
autoZone inc.
aveda corporation
Bambeco.com
Bebe stores, inc.
Best Buy canada Ltd. (future shop)
Best Western international, inc
Big y foods, inc.
Bigelow Tea
Blade hQ
Blair candy
Body shop inc.
Boy scouts of america
Britax usa
canadian Tire corporation
carmax
carmike cinemas inc.
case-mate.com
century novelty co inc
children’s Place
closeoutLinen.com
cPi corporation
creative Kidstuff (sensationalBeginnings.com)
dealyard.com
destination maternity, inc.
dexclusive.com
dicks sporting goods
dollar general corporation
dressbarn (ascena retail group)
dsW inc
fanzz sports apparel
fetchdog.com
firefold
friendly’s
gap
giordano’s ent inc
hall Wines
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foreword: retail Knowledge

it gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the second edition of The us retail fraud survey.

first,  i would like to thank all of the retailers who took part in the survey and so help nurture and grow this 
invaluable industry resource. 

second, i must thank our sponsors, in particular don Bush at Kount and James harris at volumatic. Without 
their vision and commitment to supporting this project, none of this would be possible. Thank you. 

There are a number of important changes to the survey this year, which i am delighted to announce for 2014.
Perhaps most significant is that the whole process of data collection and analysis has been brought in-house 
at retail Knowledge. This has provided us with an unsurpassed level of control and insight into what you, 
the retailers, are reporting. The in-house team will also allow us to react more quickly to market needs and 
changes and certainly allow us to provide you with a report that continues to grow in value to retailers. 

The other big change for 2014 is that The us retail fraud survey – 2014 will no longer be available to 
purchase. The only retailers who get to receive the report will be those that took part or agree to take part; 
no longer will a retailer be able to opt out of taking part and then purchase a copy. neither will the survey be 
available for the vendor community to purchase. so, as a participant, you can be totally certain that the data 
you give will be used in the most appropriate manner. 

all of these process and commercial changes are intended to increase the value of the survey to those 
retailers who choose to work with their contemporaries; to identify patterns of loss across the industry as a 
whole, which as a standalone retailer they would probably not have spotted, and react accordingly.

finally, for 2014 we have introduced an anonymous section to the survey. The intention is to permit the 
collection and sharing of the most sensitive information around new areas of online fraud. The fraudsters and 
criminals, after all, are already sharing this information with each other to target retailers.  

it is hoped that by making this data available our industry will be able to fully understand, and successfully 
address, the crime epidemic that is sweeping north america and beyond.

mark

mark emmott
retail Knowledge
markemmott@retail-knowledge.com
+44 (0) 207 100 3 999
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foreword: volumatic

volumatic is delighted to continue to support the volumatic Kount us retail fraud survey in this its second 
year. retail Knowledge has delivered an interesting and informative insight into the fraud and loss prevention 
systems, processes and strategies of some of the us’s leading retailers.
 
i would like to thank those retailers that have participated. Their combined annual sales figure totals $864 
billion, or 19% of the total us retail sector, and between them they trade through almost 126,000 stores, 
making them a representative group.
 
i am confident that the outputs of this survey will help the loss prevention community benchmark themselves 
against their contemporaries and to identify opportunities to engage with their businesses, as well as each 
other, to win back some of the multi-billion dollar hole in profits that is being created through shrinkage.
 
volumatic is a global leader in the manufacturer of intelligent cash handling equipment, protecting over $2 
Billion of cash every day throughout north america, europe and the rest of the world. our customers in the 
retail, banking and leisure industries use volumatic products to enhance security, reduce shrinkage and deliver 
process efficiencies.
 
James harris
commercial director
volumatic
Jharris@volumatic.com
+44 (0) 24 7668 4217
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foreword: Kount

fraud is one of those dark topics that few like to talk about. But at Kount, we talk about it, study it and help 
our customers avoid it, everyday. We are obsessed with keeping ahead of the fraudsters and giving online 
merchants the tools they need to sell more things, to more people, in more places than ever before all while 
reducing risk.

That’s why we chose to sponsor the 2014 retail fraud survey. Knowing the trends and keeping tuned in to 
the current threats merchants are dealing with helps the entire industry stay ahead of the increasing hazards 
of fraud. if this report can assist retailers improve their fraud prevention methods than we will feel like 
we have accomplished our goal. diminishing the effects of fraud is something that makes the entire online 
ecosystem function better and as they say, a rising tide lifts all ships.

i talk with dozens of merchants operating online and often hear the comment, “i don’t have a fraud problem.” 
Well, they may or they may not, but they better be ready for fraudsters to strike.

The good news is that the problem of online fraud is beginning to be taken more seriously. as this survey 
report will illustrate, spend on online fraud prevention rose by over 50% yoy as a percentage of sales 
compared with in-store fraud prevention which actually saw a decrease in spend. This is in no small way due 
to the rapid increase of multi-channel retail.

it is not all good news though – fraud is still very prevalent and credit card fraud is still a big issue faced by 
retailers, as this report shows 59% of fraud suffered online is down credit card fraud alone. 

Knowledge is power, retailers operating online, typically, are not fraud experts, that’s not what they do. 
detecting, preventing and managing fraud is a full time job where accurate analytics of the most powerful 
data is key.

fraud techniques change, new methods for stealing from retailers are introduced regularly. changing 
payment types, mobile commerce, international concerns, cross-channel operations and the challenges of 
increasing sales are all key considerations when developing a fraud strategy, for either internal processes or 
partnering with a 3rd party vendor. 

i hope you enjoy reviewing the findings of the survey. Please feel free to contact me and let me know 
what you think. and, of course, contact me if you find fraud nipping away at your ability to optimize your 
operations and let’s see what we can do together to Boost sales and Beat fraud.

all the best,

don Bush
vP, marketing
Kount inc
+44(0)161 817 8710 - uK
208.489.3346 - us
don.bush@kount.com
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retail fraud 2014 executive summary 

This study is based on primary research, carried out between april and may 2014, into the systems, 
processes and strategies used by 100 of north america’s leading retailers.  

detailed interviews with the Loss Prevention director or manager for each company in the report were 
carried out.  We also interviewed the e-commerce director or manager about their online fraud prevention 
systems and strategies where if the Loss Prevention director was not able to provide the relevant 
information.  

This study represents retailers with annual sales totalling £864 billion; 19% of the total north american retail 
sector by sales value and encompassing 126,000 stores. 

We would like to thank all those Loss Prevention executives who participated in this research for their views, 
opinions and, most of all, their time.  

retailers have expressed support for the high levels of anonymity and data security made possible by 
our new, improved data collection processes.  This has helped considerably in facilitating the collation of 
commercially sensitive material to produce really useful and accurate benchmarking figures. 
as we now have two years’ worth of data we are able to start tracking changes and identifying industry 
trends.  The survey is vitally important for the industry, as it shows what people are really doing in terms of 
systems used, strategies adopted and key benchmarks.

retailers using the report are able to benchmark their performance against the rest of the industry and other 
retailers in their sector.  vendors can use it to plan future product development and sales and marketing 
strategies, and to gain a better understanding of individual accounts.
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Key findings 

•	 shrinkage levels average 1.27% of sales. We estimate this translates to a $57 billion loss to the industry.  

•	 The shrinkage rates vary by retail sector, from discount stores at 2.5% of sales to specialist non-food at 
0.7% of sales.

•	 opinion remains divided as to the best way to measure shrinkage – 53% use cost price.

•	 most retailers still treat store and online loss prevention separately. Typically the vP of Loss Prevention 
focuses on stores and online shrinkage is managed separately.  however, employees, customers and 
fraudsters do not make this distinction. 

•	 With the growth of multi-channel retailing, where transactions cross organizational boundaries, we 
anticipate the wider use of a cross-functional, holistic approach to loss prevention.  retailers expect 
online sales to increase from 6% currently to 15% of total business over the next three years.  as that 
happens, we expect the adoption of an increasingly “joined up” philosophy to all loss prevention; store 
and online.  

•	 The biggest area of store loss remains employee theft (38%), followed by cash theft (24%) and then 
administration and book keeping errors (21%).  

•	 in the uK we found that customers are seen as the biggest liability; shoplifting being the top area of store 
loss.  shoplifting comes down at fourth place for north america (11%).

•	 The biggest area of online loss remains, overwhelmingly, from the fraudulent use of credit cards (59%), 
followed by friendly fraud (16%).

•	 reflecting on recent online fraud events, 37% of retailers identify analytics and monitoring as their 
biggest concern.

•	 spend on store based and online fraud prevention is beginning to even up. store spend continues to fall 
whilst online continues to increase. 
 
store fraud prevention spend has fallen from 0.6% of sales last year to 0.5% this year.  meanwhile, online 
fraud prevention spend has increased from 0.2% of sales last year to 0.34% this year.  This reflects the 
growing importance of online trading to retailers, reflective of the anticipated 15% of online sales as a 
percentage of total in three years.

•	 return fraud is costing retailers an average of 0.25% of sales this year compared with an average of 0.4% 
last year.  

•	 We asked about the size of loss prevention departments and found that, on average, each member of the 
fraud prevention team is responsible for $103 million of sales.

•	 61% of the average loss prevention team works in stores and 39% in headquarters. a higher proportion 
of teams are store based in north america than for the uK, a reflection of the large distances to cover 
and the difficulties of covering the whole chain from headquarters in north america.

•	 discount stores have the highest store presence at 95% and theme parks have all their loss prevention 
team based at headquarters.

•	 manned guards are used by 31% of all retailers, but never in all of their stores.  The highest use of 
manned guards (9%) is used in less than 5% of stores and 45% of retailers do not use them in any of 
their stores.

The benchmarking section shows key metrics for retailers in each of the retailer sections.


